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Instagram:
The next big marketing channel for Brands?
Photos in social networks: front and center
Some Brands have their logos anchored in our minds. White mermaid on a
green background? Curvy checkmark? Are you still trying to guess? Probably
not. And having figured this out, Starbucks and Nike now regularly remove the
text from their logos as part of a very select club of broadly recognized brands.
Marketing has a long history of using images to make an impact. That use has
increased dramatically with easy access to rich digital media.

®

Still guessing?

Social media revolves around photos. All major social platforms put photos
and images at the forefront of their user experience. All major social
platforms put photos and images at the forefront of their user experience. A
key Facebook strength is its ability to share photos. It launched Timeline to
better showcase users’ visual content. It recently acquired Instagram and
now hosts over 240 billion photos. Twitter released Cards to reveal the
visual content behind each tweet. Pinterest and Tumblr, two other leading
visual social networks, also have visual content at the heart of their
experience.
Photos and images are becoming the cornerstones of companies' digital
strategies, particularly in social media as image-based content creates
better engagement. On Facebook, a photo album drives 180% more
engagement than an average post on a business page.
This report focuses on Instagram. Its aim is to introduce the goals, indicators
and mechanics that can lead brands and professionals to a successful
presence on Instagram and a fruitful relationship with its 100M+ active users.

Like this Guide?
Why not share it?
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Instagram specificities in the quest for the photo holy grail
Instagram, Pinterest, Tumblr and Twitter are the leading social networks that are
public by default and well suited to display and share visual content. Indeed,
any user can “follow” any other user and view their content, and content feeds
are optimized to display users’ images and encourage discovery. Some of
Instagram’s features separate it from the other platforms:

1M

10M
(+900%)

(n/a)

20M

58M

Jan 2011

10M

100M
(+900%)

Content creation first and foremost
Instagram focuses on the creation of original
content “straight from the camera”: it is only
possible to publish photos on Instagram from the
mobile app itself. Pinterest, Tumblr and Twitter
are fueled by the reposting of existing web
content through their web interfaces.

48M
(+380%)

56M
(+180%)

80M
(+43%)

127M
(+120%)

210M
(+65%)

Jan 2012

Photos only
Instagram is the only platform to enforce strict
constraints on the format of shared content:
square photos only. The others support free
formats for images, GIFs and videos.

Limited virality to boost content originality
While Pinterest, Tumblr and Twitter encourage
“reposting” via built-in mechanisms (repins,
reblogs and retweets respectively). Instagram
doesn't have a repost feature which increases the
importance of original content creation.

Jan 2013

2011-2013 Growth of four leading “visual” open social networks
(MAU for Instagram, Twitter - MUV for Pinterest, Tumblr*)
*MAU: monthly active users
MUV: monthly unique visitors

Likes and Comments support conversations
All platforms allow for appreciation of other users’
content. The Comments below photos on
Instagram allow for active conversations between
users similar to those on Twitter while comments
are tied to reposts on Tumblr and remain marginal
on Pinterest.

Limited external links for an in-app experience
The only place to link on Instagram is in the
Account’s bio. Any link added to a photo caption will come out as plain text.
Again, this differs from other networks where hyperlinking is commonplace.
Pinterest and Tumblr are thus used by brands to drive referral traffic towards
specific products, which cannot be done with Instagram.

Mobile Posting
only

Repost
mechanism

Like
mechanism

Comment
mechanism

Active links in
comments

Comparison of Key features on Instagram, Pinterest, Tumblr, Twitter
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ALL BRANDS ARE ON INSTAGRAM
70% of the Millward-Brown
Brandz Index brands (90/130)
- all car and fast food brands
in particular - are oﬃcially on
Instagram.

TWITTER

A popular platform with end users for its addictive social features and vintage
photo filters, Instagram is also increasingly used by businesses. As of March
2013, over two thirds of the brands included in the Millward-Brown BrandZ
index (90 out of 130) have an official Instagram account. This adoption rate is
largely dependent on the brands’ respective industries, and is led by consumerfacing brands in the automotive, soft drinks and fast food sectors. These brands
had on average over 110,000 followers each in May 2013.

100%

50%

Instagram adoption by Millward-Brown 2012 BrandZ index Brands (total: 90/130 or 70%)

Sectors from left to right:
cars, fast food, soft drinks, apparel, telcos., retail, luxury, beer, personal care, financial institutions, insurance, tech, oil & gas

All brands are on Instagram
(through hashtagged photos)
but 30% of top brands aren’t
leveraging that presence yet.

TWITTER

The ability for users to tag
their photos with hashtags
combined with the by-default
public nature of Instagram
content means that brands
are increasingly being
discovered on Instagram
through content produced by
Part of the “explore” interface in the Instagram IOS
fellow Instagram users,
mobile app. A search can point to users... Or hashtags.
whether or not they decide to
manage an official account.
This content is easy for other Instagram users to discover via the application’s
popular “explore” section.
The Millward-Brown BrandZ Index companies still due to officially join Instagram
are actually already on the platform, discoverable through photos shared on
hashtags referencing their brand or products. As of March 2013 these 40
brands are referenced in a total of 10 Million photos and an average of 250,000
photos per brand shared with at least one hashtag relevant to one of their
products or services.
All brands are on Instagram, some are simply not taking advantage of this
presence yet.

Like this Guide?
Why not share it?
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Credits: @krajczar_lilla, @silvialee666, @auchstore, @musicman216

Step 1: build a thriving community
Instagram and the Community Equation
It is important for brands on Instagram to gain a better understanding of the
users they will be interacting with. These users are their community which –
because of the public nature of content on Instagram – is made up of two
groups, followers and contributors.

The Instagram equation for
Brands:
Followers of the account
+ Contributors on hashtags
-----------------= COMMUNITY

TWITTER

Like this Guide?
Why not share it?

Followers of an official brand account form its "audience", while users sharing
photos with tags relevant to that brand, its products and campaigns are
"contributors", an equally important group that greatly increases the reach and
visibility of that brand on Instagram. While contributors do not necessarily follow
the official Instagram account, they are keen to show a connection with the
brand through photos they post. They can also express important customer
characteristics such as an
interest in purchasing a
product.
Using the number of their
followers and the number
of photos posted on their
hashtag it is possible to
map brands to measure
the importance of their
community along its two
components.

The Community Equation on Instagram
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(3)
Community
Heroes

(1) Contributor Favorites

Increasing nb.
of photos
on hashtag

(2) Audience Leaders

(not on Instagram)
Increasing nb. of followers on account

Comparison of Audience and hashtag presence for some Millward-Brown BrandZ index Brands

Not to scale: relative positions of logos do not
reflect exact differences in follower count or
number of hashtagged photos

Millward-Brown Brandz Index brands occupy very different positions in the
audience/contributors matrix. Three groups in particular stand out:
1. Contributor Favorites (over 1.5M photos posted on relevant hashtags)
2. Audience Leaders (over 250K followers on an official account)
3. Community Heroes (both Contributor Favorites and Audience Leaders)
A comprehensive brand strategy on Instagram should develop both aspects of
that brand’s community to optimize its reach.

Build up and profile your Audience
Brands seek to build audiences of engaged users on their Instagram account
that match the profile of their customer base. Because Instagram accounts do
not support content localization, any audience will be treated as one unique
group of followers, presented with one unique content stream. This impacts
copywriting in the captions of photos as well as the topics covered (for example,
seasons are different in different hemispheres in which “summer” is a relative
notion). This is also true for and age-restricted material, and has led some
brands to specifically restrict access to their account in their profile bio.
However, branded accounts currently have no means to enforce these
restrictions. The minimum age limit to join Instagram is 13 and brands should
anticipate a wider-than-targeted audience to potentially follow their account.

Like this Guide?
Why not share it?
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As for any social presence,
brands should continually
analyze the profile of the
audience they are building by
monitoring the gender, age,
location and purchasing
power of their followers.
Though commonly used for
audience targeting in
marketing, these core
demographic insights are not
currently available within
Instagram.

Veuve Clicquot Instagram Profile page, which you must be “of the legal drinking age” to follow....

Accounts can benchmark the
growth and nature of their
audience against fellow
industry players, as the
number and identity of
followers of accounts is public
information on Instagram.

It is important to analyze in detail how followers are gained (and lost) to improve
the rate at which an account grows its audience. Brands can for example gain
post-by-post understanding of the impact of their publishing strategy on the
growth of their follower base. Since there is no "repost" mechanism in
Instagram, driving likes on individual photos is an efficient way to gain visibility
beyond an account's follower base. Indeed, Instagram users will see their
Instagram Likes appear in their Instagram activity, and can also elect to add
them to their Facebook newsfeed, displaying images they have interacted with
to their connections on both
networks. Successful posts will
increase the probability of
second degree connections
(hopefully also in the brand's
target demographic) to view the
account's photo and follow the
brand account.
Grow your audience on
Instagram:
- be tagged in influencers'
photos
- get Likes that show in FB

TWITTER

Like this Guide?
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Brands can also grow their
audience by increasing their
visibility beyond their Instagram
profile. The first method involves
cross-posting their Instagram
content on other social channels
they may hold (Facebook,
Twitter) as Instagram’s desktop
site allows users to follow
Photo by popular Instagram user @bridif of
the Puma boat during the #volvooceanrace
accounts. Using the recentlyreleased “photos of you” feature
can allow brands to be present
in Instagram photos across accounts and to be all the more discoverable. Being
mentioned in the photos of another user can drive a transfer of followers. This
approach is used by Instagram influencers taking part in branded campaigns.
Brands can contract popular Instagram users to cover their events and increase
their visibility with those accounts' audiences. A strategy embraced by Puma,
which promoted its sailing sponsorship efforts with the help of ten Instagram
photographers who were invited in during the Volvo Ocean Race to document
the branded boat’s performance in the race.
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